
  

   

 

Tumi 
Delta Slim Card Case ID w/Tumi 
ID Lock™  

   

 

 

Description: This slim card case features an ID 
window on one side, card slots on the other and has a 
center section. Special feature: Tumi ID Lock™ is a 
proprietary technology incorporated into the design of 
this product that protects personal data encoded on 
most IDs, credit cards and passports. 

 

 

 
Model# 118659D-ID Retail: $60.00 

  



   

 

Tumi 
Luggage Scale  

   

 

 

Description: Why get weighed down? Travelers can 
save money, time and hassle with this compact 
electronic scale that allows you to weigh your bags 
before you leave for the airport. It offers: simple, one-
button operation; backlit, digital display that is easy to 
read in any light; a display of weight in pounds and 
kilograms; and the strength to hold up to 100 lbs. Use at 
home or carry it with you. 

 

 

 
Model# 14382GM Retail: $50.00 

  



   

 

Tumi 
Electric Adapter with Ballistic 
Case  

   

 

 

Description: The Tumi Electric Adaptor is a 
convenient travel device that provides four different plug 
configurations in one unit for non-grounded electrical 
connectivity that works in 150 countries. It is suitable for 
use with most 2-pole plugs (protection class II) and 
provides a safe way to plug in and power your portable, 
non-grounded devices when you travel. The Tumi 
Electric Adaptor can be used with a range of devices 
including: MP3 players, digital cameras, mobile phones, 
GPS's, PDA's and travel speakers. 

 

 

 
Model# 14385D Retail: $50.00 

  



   

 

Dogeared 
Infinite Love Necklace  

   

 

 

Description: Dogeared Infinite Love Necklace 
features a 16" Gold Fine Chain and a 1/2" Oxidized 
Recycled Gold Infinity Charm. Card Message: wear your 
necklace as a reminder that with love there are no limits. 
Dogeared was born on the beautiful beaches of 
Southern California in 1991. Dogeared believes good 
things happen. The brand is more than a jewelry line 
and embraces the stories, happy moments, milestones 
and experiences… that celebrate, connect and inspire 
customers. Each piece tells a story of individuality, self-
expression, love, and friendship. Dogeared jewel 

 

 

 
Model# 1G1202 Retail: $50.00 

  



   

 

Eureka 
Magic 125 Lantern/Flashlight  

   

 

 

Description: Bright lantern for area lighting transforms 
into flashlight. Rippled convex reflector cone disperses 
light. Textured opaque lens directs light in flashlight 
mode. Multi-function off, high, low, strobe, push button 
switch. Green LED locater light flashes every 5 seconds. 
Swiveling wire hanging loop in bottom of unit. Aluminum 
housing with anodized finish for durability. Carry strap 
and carabiner-style clip included. 4 AA Duracell 
batteries included. Lumen Output: 125. LED type: XR-E 
Cree. Dimensions 2.8" x 6.1". Weight with batteries: 
10.5 oz. 

 

 

 
Model# 2640010 Retail: $49.99 

  



   

 

Waterford Crystal 
Giftology Lismore Heart Bowl  

   

 

 

Description: The Giftology collection features 
Waterford's best crystal gifts in compelling gift boxes 
designed in 6 different eye-catching color schemes with 
opulent gold touches. We think of Giftology as the 
science of gift giving in a fast paced world. The Giftology 
Lismore Heart Bowl is simply a perfect gift for multiple 
gift solutions. (Gift Card included)  Message/Sentiment 
on Canister:  “A Treasure From Lismore's Garden." 

 

 

 
Model# 40016058 Retail: $50.00 

  



   

 

Omaha Steaks 
4 (5 oz.) Top Sirloins & 6 (4 oz.) 
Omaha Steaks Burgers  

   

 

 

Description: A delicious combo for any cookout! Our 
Top Sirloins are wonderfully robust with a bold, beefy 
flavor. Hearty and delicious, these Burgers are ground 
from genuine Omaha Steaks grain-fed beef for that 
robust flavor you love. 

 

 

 
Model# 40431 Retail: $50.99 

  



   

 

Bambeco 
Ensemble Rectangle Baker with 
Cork Tray  

   

 

 

Description: Your complete, oven-to-table solution, 
the Ensemble Rectangle Baker with Cork Tray is 
practical and heavy duty, yet beautiful and stylish for 
your home and kitchen. Crafted in Portugal at an eco-
conscious factory that reuses leftover materials from 
earlier production, this heavy duty baker is at home in 
any setting. The baker is oven, freezer, microwave, and 
dishwasher safe. You can cook, store, and reheat right 
in the baker and clean up is a breeze. The included cork 
trivet even lets you serve straight from the oven for hot, 
fresh presentation.  

 

 

 
Model# 491568345 Retail: $48.00 

  



   

 

High Sierra 
Swerve Computer Backpack  

   

 

 

Description: Large multi-compartment design. Fully-
padded CUSHION ZONE™ computer sleeve fits most 
17" laptops. Integrated TECH SPOT™ tablet computer 
sleeve (12.5 x 11 x 0.75 in.). Premium organizer with 
multiple pockets. S-shaped, padded Vapel™ mesh 
shoulder straps with Suspension System and integrated 
media pocket. Vapel™ mesh padded grab handle. 
Deluxe AIRFLOW™ back panel with fully-padded 
Vapel™ mesh. Adjustable side compression straps. 
Mesh beverage pockets. SIZE: 19 x 13 x 7.75 in. 
CAPACITY: 2230 cubic inches. MATERIALS: Duralite® 
Ripstop 

 

 

 
Model# 53665 Retail: $49.99 

  



   

 

Blomus 
ACQUA - Water Carafe, 33.81 oz  

   

 

 

Description: ACQUA - The Acqua carafe features a 
striking elegance and functionality. The stainless steel 
lid is easily removable while the silicone gasket assures 
a firm fit. The solid, double-walled base gives it stability. 
The large carafe opening allows easy filling and clean-
up. Refreshing complements such lemon and ice may 
easily be added. The lid is designed to hold back these 
additions while pouring, so only your beverage ends up 
in your glass. Designed to fit into a standard refrigerator 
door. Holds 33.81 oz.  H 12 in.  Diam. 3.5 in. and Weight 
1 lbs. 

 

 

 
Model# 63436 Retail: $51.99 

  



   

 

Broil King 
Imperial Grill Tools  

   

 

 

Description: The Broil King® Imperial™ 4 piece 
barbecue tool set features a durable design tough 
enough for even the most demanding griller. Large, high 
density resin handles with sleek stainless inlays, extra 
thick 1.8 mm stainless steel one piece tools; the ideal 
fusion of functionality and durability. The set includes a 
turner, locking tong, silicone basting brush, and grill 
brush. 

 

 

 
Model# 64004 Retail: $49.99 

  



   

 

Napoleon 
Pro Cutting Board w/ Stainless 
Steel Bowls  

   

 

 

Description: Napoleon PRO series cutting board and 
bowl set comes with durable bamboo cutting board and 
two stainless steel bowls. With an anti-bacterial surface 
made from bamboo wood, the Napoleon cutting board is 
perfect for prepping foods for your grill. The two 
stainless steel bowls conveniently hide away inside the 
clever cutting board design. Also included in the clever 
design is trough that will capture the juices that can 
easily poured into the bowls through the handles. 

 

 

 
Model# 70012 Retail: $49.99 

  



   

 

West Bend 
12" Extra-Deep Skillet  

   

 

 

Description: The 12"x 12" extra deep (3") deep skillet 
is non-stick and dishwasher safe. Large, family-size 
capacity is easy to use and clean. Tilt Leg feature allows 
for healthier cooking. Glass Lid w/steam vent allows to 
easily view cooking. Cool-touch knob and large handles. 
Stylish product design, for easy and safe handling. 1 
year warranty. 

 

 

 
Model# 72212 Retail: $46.99 

  



   

 

Allied Int'l 
Home Repair and Mechanic Set 
Package - 69990  

   

 

 

Description: Package Includes: The 75-piece Home 
Repair set tools for simple home repairs & projects and 
includes an 8 oz Steel Hammer w/Forged head & rubber 
handle, cushion grip screwdrivers & pliers. The 55-piece 
tool set includes a 3/8" Drive reversible ratchet, ASE 
combination wrenches, a cushion grip magnetic bit 
driver and slip resistant grip pliers. The durable storage 
case is perfect for organizing.  130 Pieces Total. 

 

 

 
Model# B511 Retail: $50.99 

  



   

 

Bric's 
Moleskine RFID Protection 
Pouch  

   

 

 

Description: Moleskine by Bric's is a capsule 
collection of trolleys and travel bags designed for 
ordinary and extraordinary journeys. RFID protection 
lining. Ring for integrating into the business organizer 
within the Moleskin by Bric's collection. Top pocket with 
fluo puller. Dedicated compartments for passport, cards, 
and documents. Waterproof reinforced fabric. 
Waterproof zippers coated with polyurethane. 5 in. x 8 
inx .5 in. 

 

 

 
Model# BKN05719.001 Retail: $60.00 

  



   

 

bugatti 
Valentino Backpack - Black  

   

 

 

Description: Heavy and thick Italian vegan leather 
with cotton canvas trimming. Fully equipped with RFID 
protection.  Internal and external pockets are perfect for 
organizing. Adjustable shoulder straps, padded backing 
and metal hardware. 

 

 

 
Model# BKP116-Black Retail: $60.00 

  



   

 

bugatti 
Valentino Backpack - Cognac  

   

 

 

Description: Heavy and thick Italian vegan leather 
with cotton canvas trimming. Fully equipped with RFID 
protection.  Internal and external pockets are perfect for 
organizing. Adjustable shoulder straps, padded backing 
and metal hardware. 

 

 

 
Model# BKP116-Cognac Retail: $60.00 

  



   

 

Body-Solid 
36" Premium Full Foam Roller  

   

 

 

Description: The Body Solid high density EVA 36 in. 
long Foam Roller is ultra firm and rigid, yet soft to the 
skin. Sturdy and resilient, they provide increased 
durability versus cheaper foam rollers, hold up longer in 
more demanding situations, and will remain looking 
clean longer. They are perfect for balance exercises, 
stability exercises, strength training, and deep tissue 
massage. The design enhances balance, body 
awareness, muscle re-education, muscular flexibility, 
and dynamic strength. Foam rollers are an exceptional 
self-massage aid for major muscle groups. 

 

 

 
Model# BSTFRP36F Retail: $37.00 

  



   

 

Briggs & Riley 
BRX Express Toiletry Kit - Black  

   

 

 

Description: Like all BRX bags, this unique toiletry kit 
has all the functionality you need.  Spacious interior, 
wet/dry pockets and a hanging strap, with a unique 
cylindrical design to keep it compact, and to keep you 
from slowing down. Briggs & Riley backs their high-
quality luggage and business case collections with a 
“Simple as that®" warranty, the most comprehensive 
lifetime guarantee in the industry that even covers 
damage caused by an airline. 

 

 

 
Model# BT201-4 Retail: $50.00 

  



   

 

GranPrix 
Radio-Controlled Car w/Speeds 
up to 12 MPH  

   

 

 

Description: Tear through the toughest terrain, speed 
through obstacles and leave your competitors in the 
dust with Gran Prix. With four-wheel, independent 
suspension, extra-wide tires, and 2.4G remote 
control,we put you in the driver's seat. This high speed 
remote controlled car can get up to 12 miles/hour  with a 
control distance of 30 feet. Ready, set, go! 1:16 Scale 

 

 

 
Model# DC126B Retail: $49.99 

  



   

 

Lauren G Adams 
Socialite-Hoop Earrings  

   

 

 

Description: Socialite collection is bolder, smarter, 
faster. Stackable bracelets lead the way by captivating 
shapes and textures. Exquisite 18K gold, 18K rose gold, 
and rhodium plating as siren CZ stones strut in the 
spotlight. Rhodium finish hoop earrings. Nickel free and 
lead free. 1 1/4 inches diameter. 

 

 

 
Model# E-80901-CRHODIUM Retail: $60.00 

  



   

 

Magic Chef 
Ewave Food Steamer - 3 Tier  

   

 

 

Description: The E-Wave Series by Magic Chef 3-Tier 
food steamer is a great healthy choice for cooking and 
has a capacity of 12.2 quarts with a modern black and 
stainless steel finish. Power Rating: 800W 120V-60Hz. It 
is programmable with easy to read digital display and 
features and "easy touch" settings, auto shut-off, has a 
60 minute timer, and includes a rice bowl.  All parts are 
dishwasher safe. 

 

 

 
Model# EWFS12ST Retail: $49.99 

  



   

 

Moleskine 
Travel Gift Box Set  

   

 

 

Description: Designed for jet-setters and modern 
nomads, this set includes: Travel Journal: thread bound 
with 240 acid-free pages, 3 ribbon place markers, 
double expandable inner pocket, elastic closure, and 
history leaflet. 5 theme-based sections to fill in, space 
for loyalty cards, checklists, calendars, travel 
information, budget and trip planners, memorable 
moments, tabbed sections and 2020 adhesive labels for 
personalizing your journal. L 5 in. H 8.25 in. Two black 
luggage tags inspired by the classic Moleskine look to 
mark your luggage. L 3.75 in. H 2.25 in. 

 

 

 
Model# GBTRAVEL Retail: $49.95 

  



   

 

Ginsu 
Koden  5 Piece Prep Set  

   

 

 

Description: There's something clean and timeless 
about stainless steel cutlery that just can't be matched. 
This Koden Series 5-piece stainless steel prep set is the 
perfect choice for anyone who needs reliable knives and 
has a lot of food to prepare. Whether chopping, 
trimming, paring or slicing, your Koden 5-piece prep set 
will do the job and look professional and attractive when 
not use housed in their sleek, elegant wood block.This 
set includes:6" Chef Knife        5"  Santoku Knife   4.5" 
Utility Knife3.5"  Paring Knife  ShearsNatural Wood 
Block 

 

 

 
Model# GKK-SS-RB-006-1 Retail: $49.99 

  



   

 

GPX 
2.1 Wireless Bluetooth Stereo 
Speakers & Subwoofer  

   

 

 

Description: This compact system features stereo 
speakers and a separate subwoofer.  Connect your 
Bluetooth devices wirelessly, or plug into the aux input 
for non-Bluetooth devices.  Let the ambient blue LED 
light effects set the scene. 

 

 

 
Model# HB36B Retail: $49.99 

  



   

 

West Bend 
Dual Single Serve Ice Cream 
Machine  

   

 

 

Description: The simple and easy way to make 
homemade ice cream while customizing two different 
flavors at one time with the West Bend Dual Single 
Serve Ice Cream Machine!  Two freezing mugs allow 
you to serve, and store great tasting ice cream with 
ease. To top off the customization of your fancy, use the 
ingredient funnels to add your favorite candies or syrup 
right into the ice cream for your own perfect treat!  
Waiting won't be an issue as this ice cream maker 
creates 1 quart of fresh soft serve ice cream for you in 
20 minutes or less! 

 

 

 
Model# IC13887WB Retail: $49.99 

  



   

 

iLive 
Bluetooth Under Cabinet Music 
System  

   

 

 

Description: Stream music wirelessly from your 
Bluetooth audio device, or listen to FM radio. 
Streamlined design looks good with any decor. Supports 
Bluetooth v3.0. Digital FM Radio. 20 FM Station memory 
presets. Negative LCD display with white backlight. 
Timer. Digital clock. Single alarm. LED lighting. Dimmer 
control. Pairing button. Digital volume control. Built-in 
FM wire antenna. Built-in stereo speakers. Last user's 
setting memory. DC power input: req an AC/DC power 
adapter (included). Battery backup: req 2 AAA batt (not 
inc). 

 

 

 
Model# IKB333S Retail: $49.99 

  



   

 

Jilco Inc 
Sterling Silver Earrings  

   

 

 

Description: A throwback to the 80's is streamlined 
with symmetrical simplicity. Large sterling silver hoop 
earrings, 35mm, pierced earrings only. 

 

 

 
Model# JE92 Retail: $55.00 

  



   

 

Topeak 
Bike Pump  

   

 

 

Description: Topeak's Joe Blow Sport bike pump sets 
the standard for affordable performance. It quickly 
inflates tires with a sturdy steel barrel and base, a tight-
sealing aluminum thumblock head that fits Presta and 
Schrader valves, and an oversize padded handle. The 
easy-to-read gauge gets your tires to the right pressure 
every time!  A shop favorite! 

 

 

 
Model# Joe-Blow-Sport Retail: $50.99 

  



   

 

Echo® 
MS-31H Sprayer  

   

 

 

Description: The Echo MS-31H Sprayer is a 
lightweight, 3-gallon, canister-style sprayer that includes 
three types of nozzles - adjustable brass, fixed fan, and 
fixed cone. For added convenience the canister is 
marked in both gallons and liters. 

 

 

 
Model# MS-31H Retail: $59.99 

  



   

 

Nambé 
Bowl-Copper Canyon 6 In Dia  

   

 

 

Description: Lisa Smith has been inspired by her 
many trips to the canyons of the southwest. The 
coppery sand and desert flora are referenced by the 
copper and verdigris on the ripples and ridges of 
Nambe's new Copper Canyon Collection. Lisa Smith 
scallops the rim in a symmetrical pattern, and 
emphasizes the scallops' rhythm with ridged, wave-like 
verdigris sloping down to the bowl's flat bottom. A 
smooth band at the top glows with copper's pure 
warmth. Copper Canyon pieces are made of our 
signature Nambé Alloy coated with copper for heirloom-
quality durability. 

 

 

 
Model# MT0228 Retail: $50.00 

  



   

 

Nambé 
Vie Pinot Noir Glasses (Set of 2, 
28 Oz., 4.5" D. X 10" H.  

   

 

 

Description: The Vie Stemware Collection brings a 
contemporary flare to classic wine glasses with their 
oversized body and flat foot. The Vie Pinot Noir Glass 
provides the generous space essential to capturing the 
aromatic nuances of this medium-bodied wine, and the 
tapering towards the rim allows the taste to concentrate 
at the front of the palate. When filled, the wine dips 
slightly into the glass' stem. 

 

 

 
Model# MT0948 Retail: $50.00 

  



   

 

Nambé 
Vie Chardonnay Glasses (Set of 
2), 18 Oz., 3.5" D. X 9" H.  

   

 

 

Description: The Vie Stemware Collection brings a 
contemporary flare to classic wine glasses with their 
oversized body and flat foot. The broad, shallow bowl 
and wide mouth of the Vie Chardonnay Glass promote 
oxidation, which brings out the complex, strong flavors 
and aromas of this popular wine. When filled, the wine 
dips slightly into the glass' stem. 

 

 

 
Model# MT0950 Retail: $50.00 

  



   

 

NEST Fragrances 
Classic Scented Candle - 
Bamboo - 8.1 oz  

   

 

 

Description: Flowering bamboo 8.1 oz Classic Candle 
is mingled with a variety of white florals, sparkling citrus, 
and fresh green accords and combines color, texture 
and fragrance to enhance one's everyday living and 
entertaining experience. NEST luxury scented candles 
are made with a premium, soft, highly refined, cosmetic-
grade wax that is proprietary to NEST Fragrances and 
was developed to optimize burn and fragrance throw. 
NEST uses only lead-free wicks made of high-quality 
braided cotton or paper. Approximate burn time of 50-60 
hours for hours of enjoyment. 

 

 

 
Model# NEST01-BM Retail: $40.00 

  



   

 

Zume by Escalade Sports 
Zume Badminton  

   

 

 

Description: The portable Zume Badminton sets up 
on any surface in seconds for an instant badminton 
match. Freestanding base design does not require tools 
or stakes! The Zume Badminton set is lightweight and 
easy to carry anywhere. Includes (2 red & 2 green) 
rackets, (2) shuttlecocks, regulation net, and lightweight 
carrying case. 

 

 

 
Model# OD0006W Retail: $59.99 

  



   

 

Stack-On 
20" 2 Drawer Tool Chest in Red  

   

 

 

Description: This is a popular, portable tool chest that 
includes high quality features for strength and durability, 
closed lid locks drawers to prevent spills. Extra deep top 
compartment for larger tools, smooth action I Beam 
drawer slides. Double side walls for extra support and 
trouble free drawer alignment. Nickel plated, steel draw 
bolts provide greater strength, and durable baked epoxy 
finish resists rust and solvents. 

 

 

 
Model# RD-620 Retail: $51.19 

  



   

 

Remington by MTD 
Remington - Limb N Trim® 14" 
Electric Chain Saw  

   

 

 

Description: The lightweight design of the Limb N 
Trim chainsaw makes it easier to reach and power 
through branches and small saplings. Fully assembled 
and ready to go right out of the box, its environmentally 
friendly electric motor roars to life with the squeeze of a 
trigger. The low-profile full complement chain is 
designed for easier cutting and the reliable tensioning 
system keeps your chain running smooth. With no 
sound or smell from idling, branches won't even see the 
Limb N Trim coming. 

 

 

 
Model# RM1425A Retail: $59.99 

  



   

 

Bontrager 
Solstice Bike Helmet  

   

 

 

Description: Solstice is proof you don't have to spend 
a lot to get a great fitting, great looking, and easy-to-use 
helmet! Designed to be comfortable right out of the box, 
Solstice features Bontrager's proprietary LockDown 
strap dividers and Micro-Manager Fit System, making 
customizing your fit quick and easy. This lightweight  
helmet also features a removable, snap-on visor and 
washable wicking fit pads. Universal fit sizing adds one-
size-fits-most versatility. 

 

 

 
Model# Solstice-Helmet Retail: $49.99 

  



   

 

Secur 
Emergency NOAA Weather Band 
Radio & LED Flashlight  

   

 

 

Description: This all-in-one emergency radio does it 
all – digital NOAA weather band radio, AM/FM radio, cell 
phone charger, USB compatible, built-in hand crank and 
solar panel. Can be charged via built-in hand crank, 
built-in solar panel or external USB connection. Charges 
cell phones or other digital devices.  MSRP: $oo.00 

 

 

 
Model# SP-2003 Retail: $49.99 

  



   

 

Vinturi 
Reserve Red Wine Aerator & 
Carafe Set  

   

 

 

Description: Through the fusion of superior 
technology and timeless design, the Vinturi Reserve 
collection secures wine's new place as the focual point 
of any occasion.  Making wine aeration faster, easier 
and smoother, this innovative larger-capacity aerator is 
designed to aerate an entire 750mL bottle of red wine 
directly into the new Vinturi designed glass carafe in 
under 30 seconds. German-made carafe will also 
include a topper that integrates the Reserve Aerator for 
a beautiful combination that will grace any setting while 
being functional as well. Cleaning kit. 

 

 

 
Model# V8060 Retail: $59.95 

  



   

 

Okuma 
Voyager  

   

 

 

Description: Compact and easy to carry, the Okuma 
Voyager Travel Kit has everything you need for casual 
fishing while camping and hiking. The kit includes a six-
foot graphite composite rod with a comfortable cork grip, 
ceramic guide inserts, stainless steel hooded reel seats, 
a ball bearing drive system, a corrosion-resistant 
aluminum spool, and a soft-sided carry case. 

 

 

 
Model# VS-605-20 Retail: $49.99 

  



   

 

bugatti 
RFID Personal Journal/iPad  case 
- Black  

   

 

 

Description: Carry all your needed writing supplies 
with you on the go with this fully integrated Writing Case 
by bugatti. Made with a remarkable recycled and 
synthetic leather, this case features a snap tab closure 
and multiple slots for a variety of writing necessities. It's 
not just about the destination, but also looking good 
along the way. 

 

 

 
Model# WRC1500-BLACK Retail: $35.00 

  



   

 

Wilson Sporting Goods 
Match 3 Pack Tennis Bag  

   

 

 

Description: Match 3-Pack tennis bag. Large 
compartment holds 3 rackets (not included). Comes 
equipped with Large and small accessory pockets.  29" 
x 12.5" x 3.5" 

 

 

 
Model# WRZ820603-E Retail: $49.99 

  



 


